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ABSTRACT 
The difference of the spectral radii of two irreducible linear operators is estimated 
both from above and from below in terms of values of a suitable positive operator on 
appropriate elements. This generalizes a well-known result from matrix theory [6]. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, PRELIMINARIES 
pet E be a real Banach space with dim E > 2, E’ its dual, and B(E) the 
space of all bounded linear operators mapping E into itself. Let K c E be a 
closed normal and generating cone [5], i.e., K has the following properties: (i) 
K + K c K, (ii) aK C K for a E R, (Y > 0, (iii) K n( - K) = {0}, (iv) X, E K, 
lI%n -x(1 --, 0, = x E K, (v) there is a 6 > 0 such that 1(x + y(l > 61lxll for 
x,y~K,(vi)E=K-K. 
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Weletx<yifandonlyify-xEK.Theset 
is also a normal and generating cone in E’ (Grossberg-Krein theorem). It is 
called the duul cone with respect to K. Sometimes we write (x, cp’) instead of 
C/X, x E E, cp’ E E’. Let Kd denote the set 
This set is called d-interior of K, and we always assume that Kd * 0. 
A linear form cp’ E K’ is called strictly positive if cp’x > 0 whenever x E K, 
x * 0. 
A subset H’ c K’\(O) is called K-total if ‘p’x z 0 for all cp’ E H’ implies 
that x E K. 
A vector x E K is called extremul if the relations x = u + v, u, v E K, 
implythatu=Xxandv=~xforsomeandA,~~R,h>,O,~~O. 
A cone K is said to be generated by extremul elements if for every x E K 
there is a finite set of extremal elements xi,. . . ,x, such that x = x1 f - * * + x,. 
An operator T E B(E) is called K-positive if TK C K. A K-positive opera- 
tor T is called K-irreducible (or K&decomposable) if for every x E K, x * 0, 
and cp’ E K’, cp’ * 0, there is an index p = p(x, cp’) such that cp’(TPx) > 0. A 
K-positive operator T is said to be K-primitive if for every nonzero x E K, 
there is an index k = k(x) such that Tkx E Kd. 
Let u. E K, q-, +; 0. A vector x E K is said to be u,interiur if there are 
positive real numbers a= a(x) and j? = P(x) such that a(x)t+ Q x Q &x)u,,. 
The set of all ua-interior elements is denoted by the symbol K”o; obviously, 
q, E K”o. 
We say that a K-positive operator T E B(E) is u,-positive [4] if for every 
x E K, x * 0, there is a positive integer p = p(x) such that TPx E K”o. (It is 
known [9] that a us-positive operator need not be K-irreducible and that a 
K-irreducible operator T which is simultaneously uc-positive is K-primitive.) 
It should be noted that in [12], the original paper involving K-irreducibil- 
ity and K-primitivity, other terminology is used. 
Let T E B(E) be K-positive. For x E K, x * 0, we define [7] 
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r%(T) = inf{~ E R: TX-TX E K}. 
It is known [7] that if H’ is any K-total set, 
rx( T) = inf #(TX) -:~$~H’,cp’x>0 
‘p’x 
and 
r”(T) = sup (P’(Tx) -:cp’~H’,cp’(x+Tx)>O 
cp’x 
where 
CP’W = +oo 
cp’x 
if cp’x=O. 
Let T E B(E) be u,-positive. Then for any x E K”o we have 
r,(T) = inf CP’W - : I# E H’, cp’u, > 0 
v’x 
, 
r*(T) = sup #(TX) -:‘P~~H’,cp’(u,+Tu,)>O 
cp’x 
We let T < S whenever (S - T)K c K, S, T E B(E). The complexification of 
E (see [13]) is denoted by E,. If T E B(E), we define an operator 5!’ in B(E) 
by 
h = TX + iTy, X,YEE, 2 = x + iy. 
Let a@) denote the spectrum of 2!‘. We let a(T) = a(f) by definition, and let 
r(T) = ma.x(lXI: X E a(T)). 
be the sp&ral radius of T. 
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We say that operator T E B(E) has property (P) if h E a(T), IAl = r(T), 
implies that h is a pole of the resolvent function ZQ, T) = (pZ - T)-‘, where 
Z is the identity operator on EC. 
Let F be a (real or complex) Banach space, and let T E B(F) be such that 
N(TP+‘)= N(TP), where p is a positive integer and iV(TP) = {x E F: T% = 0). 
The quantity Q = min( p : N( TV+‘) = N(TP)} is called the ascent of T; it is 
well known [l] that the set of equations 
UT=TU, (4 
uTq+’ r TQ, 
UTU=U 
w 
(4 
has at most one solution U E B(F). If this operator exists, it is called the 
Drazin generalized inuerse and is denoted TtD). 
If F is a complex Banach space and 0 is a pole of order q of the resolvent 
operator R(p, T), then there exists TcD) E B(F) satisfying the conditions 
(a)-(c). It can be shown that TcD) = f(T), where f E %(T) is defined as 
follows: 
and r > 0 is such that 
a(T)n{h:IXI Q T} = (0). 
(a(T) is the set of classes of functions locally analytic on a neighborhood of 
the spectrum a(T); see [13, p. 2881.) Obviously, TcD) = T-’ if T- ’ exists and 
belongs to B(E). 
GENERAL HYPOTHESIS. In the sequel we always assume that all the 
operators being considered have property (P). 
We note that this is the case for all linear operators T E B(E) where 
dimE < + cc, and of compact operators T E B(E) with r(T)> 0 as well. 
Another class of operators possessing property (P) is the class of Radon- 
Nikolskij operators [8]. [An operator T E B(E) is called a Rua!onJV&oZ&~ 
operator if T = U + V, where U,V E B(E), U is compact, and r(V) -C r(T).] 
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THEOREM 1. Let A and B, both in B(E), be K-irreducible operators, and 
let V E B(E) be a nonzero K-positive operator commuting with either A or B. 
Let 
m.T<B-AGMJ. (1) 
(2) 
with vO E Kd, and $6 E K’ a strictly positive linear fm. 
Then 
1 
m 
sup sup (VYlcp’> 
(VY, $4) 
:y~K,(y,$;)=l,Vy*O 
‘p’E H’ 
<@)-r(A) 
GM 
1 
inf inf (VY, cp’) 
cp'EH' WY9 $6) 
:Y~K(Y,~;)=LVY*O 
(3) 
(The finctionals cp’ E H’ are rwrmulized so that (v,, cp’) = 1.) 
Proof. For definiteness, let AV = VA. Let x0 E Kd be an eigenvector of 
A corresponding to r(A) (see [12], [7]), and let x0 be such that (x0, $A) = 1. 
The relation Bx, Q r(A)x, + MJxo implies 
and thus 
cp’(Bx,)~r(A)cp’x,+M~‘(Ixo) Vq’ E H’ 
+(B)a r(A)+ M+‘(J). 
It is known [7] that r(B) < +(B) and hence 
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We have 
r=q 1) < sup 
1 
inf{ (p’xe : cp’ E H’} 
g+oO. 
In order to estimate #xc we notice that 
AVx, = VAX, = T( A)Vx, 
and deduce that 
vx, = 7x0 
for some r 2 0, since the eigenspace of A corresponding to r(A) is onedimen- 
sional [12]. The fact that x0 E Kd implies that Vx, * 0 and T > 0. 
It follows that for cp’ E H’ 
(Vxo 9 4) (x0,$)= (vxo,\t6) aid 
t 
c’> (VYY 
(vy,#;) :Y-dY&)=lJY*o ) * 
Using these relations we are able to estimate r’o(J) from above and show the 
validity of the upper bound. The estimate from below can be obtained in the 
same manner. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. H 
By strengthening the hypotheses of the previous theorem we are able to 
formulate the following corolhuy. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 let furthermore: 
(a) the cone K be generated by extremal elements, 
(b) for mey jimctional cp’ E H' there be y, and zO in K such that 
WY,* cp’> 
(VYO, w ~EK,(Y,$J;)=LVY*O 
(Yo, w = (zo, w = 13 Vy(-JfO~Vzo. 
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m 
sup sup WY, 9’) 
(VY, $6) 
:YEExK,(Y,$;)=~>VY*O 
rp'EH' 
=G r(B) - r(A) 
1 
< 
inf inf (VY, cp’> 
(p’E H' (VY, $6) 
:~EExK, (y,#;)=l, Vy*O 
where the symbol Ex K denotes the set of all extremul elements of the cone K. 
Proof. With no loss in generality we may assume that y. E Ex K (no E 
Ex K respectively), and then by a standard argument the result follows. R 
RE-. 
(1) It should be noted that the estimates described in Theorem 1 admit 
the use of any V satisfying the assumptions. However, inappropriate choices 
of V might lead to trivial bounds. Thus, we recommend choosing V such that 
x E K, x * 0, implies Vx E Kd. 
(2) It is well known that condition (a) holds whenever K is a closed 
generating cone in a finitedimensionaI space (see [14]). The fulfihnent of 
condition (b) is verified by a direct computation using, if need be, a 
compactness argument. 
(3) Analyzing the proof of Theorem 1, we may conclude that the follow- 
ing relations hold as well: 
m 
sup sup 
$EH' 
j&y~K~, (y,t&j=l 
3 0 
<@)--r(A) 
GM 
inf 
cp'EH' 
(~.4;)=l) ' 
since Vy*Oforall YEK~. 
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EXAMPLE. Let [a RI ([ bik] respectively), j k = 1,. . . , n, n > 2, be a matrix 
with nonnegative real entries, and let it be irreducible in the sense of G. 
Frobenius (see [15, p. 181). Denoting by r(A) (r(B) respectively) the spectral 
radius of A (of B respectively) and assuming that 
Odmgbp(-apdM, j,k=l,..., n, 
then as a consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain a well-known result [6, p. 
2061: 
1 1 
m Q r(B) - r(A) < M (5) 
max max %k minlim vlk 
1 k &vpk 1 k &Iv,, 
for any matrix [ ~$1, vfi > 0, j, k = 1,. . . ,n, commuting with either [a$] or 
[b+l. 
If 6? ={A,..., f,} is the basis of the space E = R” (with any norm), then 
the matrices [a 1, [ bik] 
B (see [13]), if fEr th 
are representations of K-irreducible operators A and 
e cone K one chooses a simplicial cone generated by the 
vectors fi,. . . ,f,. Then for H’ one can take the basis {cp;, . . . ,q,l,} dual with 
respect to & and let v,, = fi + * * * + f,, #J; = cp; + * * * + I$,. 
The original version of the result mentioned is that just described, with Q. 
being the standard basis in R”. 
The question of how to choose the operator V properly (even in the above 
example) remains. Several choices have been proposed; e.g., in [lo] for the 
situation described in the previous example the choice of (I + A)“-i, (I + 
@“-I, A(n), B(o) is recommended, whenever A@) and B@) are K-positive 
(elementwise positive). 
We show that the use of the Drazin generalized inverse of either A or B in 
place of V leads to nontrivial estimates only for a rather narrow class of 
problems. This class of problems is completely described in the following 
Theorem 2. 
We first prove the following lemmas. 
LEMMAS. LetTEB(E),TKcK,andlet~~Kdbesuchthat 
(7) r(T) G 7, 
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and if TZ = r?, then r = r(T) and r(T) is a simple pole of the resolvent 
operator. 
Proof. Let r = 0. Then Ti! = 0, and this is possible only if T = 0, and the 
lemma is valid in that case. Assume r > 0. Let \cA E K’ be an eigenfunctional 
of T’ corresponding to r(T): T’#i = r(T)+& We see that #i(Tf) = (T’#i)Z = 
r(T)+;(Z) < n&(Z), and (7) holds. 
If Ti! = r3?, T * 0, we have 0 < r(?, $6) = (TZ, $6) = (x, T’#G) = 
r(T)(f, I&) and thus r = r(T). 
Let r(T) be a pole of the resolvent operator R(X, T) of order q > 1. Then, 
by [7], there is a K-positive operator B E B(E), B f 0, such that 
B= [r(T)]‘-l(q-l)!Nhmm i $ ~‘-~[T(T)]-~T~. 
-+ k-l 
Since 
for every positive integer k, 
we get that 
BZ=O. 
This, however, implies that B = 0, a contradiction. Thus q = 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let T E B(E), TK c K, and bt u,,(T) = {r(T)}, where r(T) 
i-s a pole of order 1 of the resolvent operator. Here u,,(T) denotes the 
peripheral part of the spectrum of T, i.e. 
u,,(T) = {A E a(T):IXI = r(T)}. 
Then 
T=r(T)P+W, (8) 
where P, W E B(E), P2 = P f 0, PW = WP = 0. 
Proof. The lemma is obvious for the case r(T) = 0. Let r(T) > 0. Using 
the Biesz operational calculus, we easily show that 
? = r(T)P, + W,, 
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where PI, W, E B(E,), Pt = PI, W,P, = P,W, = 0. Since 
it is evident that the operators P and W with the required properties really do 
exist. ??
LEMMA 3. Let T be such that 
(1) qENU{O}istheascentofT, 
(2) T=r(T)P+w,whereP,w~B(E),P~=p, WP=PW=O, Wq=o. 
Then there exists the Lkazin generalized inverse TcD) E B(E) and 
if r(T)=0 
-P if r(T)>O. (9) 
In particular, if the space E is generated by a closed rwrmul cone K and 
lb0 E K, u, * 0, then the following assertions hold: 
(a) PK c K * TcD)K c K, 
(b) Px = A’(x)% where A’ E K’ is a strictly positive functional, and 
2 E Kd (2 E K”o respectively) * TcD) is K-primitive (u,,-positive respec- 
tively). 
Proof. The statements are verified by a direct computation. ??
THEDREM 2. Let T E B(E) be a K-positive operator such that 
(1) T% = r(T)?, where 2 E Kd, u,(T)= {r(T)}; 
(2) if 0 E a(T), then it is a pole of order q 2 1 of the molvent operator. 
Zf there is TcD) E B(E) and TcD)K c K, then 
T=r(T)P+W with P,W E B(E), 
P2=P*0, PKcK, WP=PW=O, Wq=O. 
(10) 
In case 0 6C a(T) and the operator T-l E B(E) is K-positive, then T = 
r(T)Z, r(T) > 0. 
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Proof. If r(T) = 0, then T =TtD)=O,P=Z, W=O.Letr(T)>O.Then 
Lemma 1 and 2 imply that 
T = T( T)P + W, 
wbereP,WEB(E),P2=P*0, WP=PW=O,andPKcK. 
Repeated use of Lemma 1 implies that r(TCD)) = l/r(T). From this we 
deduce that a(T) c (0, r(T)}. It follows from the Dunford expansion of T that 
W is a nilpotent, Wq = 0. Obviously, a(T) = {r(T)} and P = I if 0 4 a(T). 
The proof is complete. ??
COROLLMY. Let T E B(E) be a K-irreducible operator such that 
(1) o,,(T) = (r(T)), 
(2) Zf 0 E u(T), then 0 is a pole of order q 2 1 of the resoluent operator. 
Zf the Lkazin generalized inverse TCD) E B(E), TcD)K c K, then T(“) is 
K-primitiue. 
Proof. Since T is K-irreducible, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold, where 
r(T) > 0 and P E B(E) is K-primitive. This completes the proof, since TcD) = 
P/Q)lP. ??
As in [lo], we introduce a class Irof operators that commute with either A 
or B and are K-primitive. We see that ?r C ‘?.6, where V E ‘?$ whenever 
V = f(A) or V = g(B), with f E ‘%(A) and g E %(B) respectively defined by 
power series with positive real coefficients (for the definition of %(A), %(B) 
see [13, p. 2881). We note that f and g could in particular be any polynomials 
with positive real coefficients. 
3. A MODIFICATION OF THE RESULT FOR u,,-POSITIVE 
OPERATORS 
It was pointed out in [14] that in a finitedimensional space each u,,-posi- 
tive operator T is K-primitive with respect to some cone I? = K( u,,), where in 
general K + K. A construction of such a cone K in infinitedimensional space 
is given in [2]. We show that the results of the previous section can be 
modified for u,-positive operators directly without an explicit knowledge of 
the corresponding cone 8. 
Let H’ c K’ be a K-total set and Hh = {cp’ E H’ : cp’( q,) > O}. Evidently 
H; ==0. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A and B, both in B(E), be u,-positive operators, where 
u0 E K, u,, * 0, and let V E B(E) be a K-positive operator commuting with 
either A or B and such that Vu, * 0. Let 
m]gB-AgMI 
forsomeO<mfM<+cq M*O, where 
Jx = (x, +;>vo, x E E, 
with v, E PO, $6 E K’, being a strictly positive linear form. Then 
1 
m 
sup sup YEK,(Y,$;)=LVY*O 
$E H;, 
< r(B) - r(A) 
GM 
1 
inf 
Cp'EHb 
YEK,(Y>+;)=LVY*O 
The functionals cp’ E Hh, are normalized by (v,, 9’) = 1. The proof pro- 
ceeds exactly in the same way as that of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, moreover let 
the cone K be generated by extremul elements; 
for every finctionul cp’ E HA there exist yo, .zo E K such that 
(VYo,cp’) = inf VYTCP’) 
(VYO, 4-6) ( (VY, 44) 
:y~K,(y,~~)=l,Vy~O , 
1 
Wo,cp’) 
(WI+%> = sup WY, 44) { 
-:y~K,(y,$;)=l,VytO 
(Yo~G%)=(~,~~~)=L VyofO*vzo. 
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1 
m 
sup sup WY, 9’) (Vy,$i) :yEExK u”, (Y,rc;) =l, VY 29 ~‘EH;, 
sr(B)-r(A) 
SM 
1 
WY9 cp’> 
, 
inf inf 
9’~Hb 
,,vy,+6) :YEExK~~,(Y,~~)=~,VY~O 
where the symbol Ex Ku0 denotes the set of all extremal elements of K (7 K”Q. 
The proof of Theorem 3 and of its Corollary is quite analogous to that of 
Theorem 1 and its Corollary. Similarly one can formulate remarks following 
Theorem 1. 
We also present a modification of Theorem 2 for ua-positive operators. 
LEMMA 4. Let T E B(E) be a u,,-positiue operator. Zf Ty = YY, where 
y E K, y * 0, then Y = r(T). 
Proof. It is known [9] that there is a strictly positive linear form $6 E K’ 
such that T’+i = r(T)+& We then have 
and thus v = r(T), since $6~ > 0. ??
LEMMA 5. Let q E N U{O} be the ascent of T E B(E), and TK c K. Zf 
there exists TcD) E B(E) and TcD) is u,-positiue, then 
r(T) is a pole of order 1 of the resolvent operator, 
r(T) > 0; 
o,,(T) = {r(T)), 03) 
1 r( TcD)) = - 
0) * 
Proof. Let T(D)x, = r(TtD))x,, where x,, E K”o. It follows that r(TcD)) 
> 0. Then TX, = [l/r(TCD))]xo, and if T? = r(T)?, where f E K, r * 0, then 
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The previous lemma implies that r(TcD)) = l/r(T), and u,--positivity of TcD) 
guarantees that u,,(TCD)) = {l/r(T)}. Suppose that r(T) is a pole of order 
q > 1. Then there is an operator 0 * B E B(E) such that 
B = (4 - l)!Nlim, h $ k’-q[r(T)] -k+q-lTk. 
4 k-l 
Since B- [T - r(T)I]C, where CE B(E), we find that Bx, = 0. Let us 
choose cp’ E K’, so that $’ = B’QJ’ * 0. Then T’$’ = r(T)+’ and also (TtD))‘$’ 
= r( T(D))$‘. Since for x E K, x f 0, there are real numbers a(x) > 0, p(x) > 0 
and a positive integer r such that (qua < (TcD))‘r < /MU,, we conclude 
that \cl’x > 0, or else, #’ E K’ is a strictly positive linear form. But this is in 
contradiction with the fact that 0 = cp’( Bx,) = #‘x0. Thus, q = 1. To complete 
the proof we let X E a(T), h f r(T). Then (l/h)) E a(TcD)); but this con- 
tradicts the fact that U&T(~)) = {l/r(T)). ??
THEOREM 4. Let T E B(E) be K-positive and satisfy assumption (2) of 
Theorem 2. Zf TtD) exists as an element of B(E) and is u,-positive, then 
T = r(T)P + W, 
where P,W E B(E), PW = WP = 0, Wq = 0, and Px = A’(x)x,,, where x0 E 
ZC‘o and A’ E K’ is a strictly positive linear form normalized by h’(x,) = 1. 
Proof. Lemmas 2 and 4 imply that T = r(T)P + W, where P, W E B(E), 
P2 = P, PW = WP = 0, PK c K, r(T) > 0. Fully analogously to the proof of 
Theorem 2, we get that a(T) c (0, r(T)} and WQ = 0. Since TX, = r(T)x, and 
x0 E K”o, we deduce that Px, = x0, and the rest is implied by Lemma 3. ??
THEOREM 5. Let T E B(E) be u,-positive and satisfy hypothesis (2) of 
Theorem 2. Zf TcD) E B(E) and TtD) is K-positive, then it is ugpositive. 
Proof. Itisknown[4,9]thatu,(T)={r(T)}withr(T)>Oapoleofthe 
resolvent operator of order 1. Lemma 4 implies that r(T) = l/r(TcD)); 
consequently Wq = 0. By Lemmas 2 and 3 we get 
‘z-(D) = _ l p, r(T) 
where P is a ua-positive operator [Q], and this completes the proof. ??
We see that the situation with a u,-positive operator is very similar to that 
with a K-irreducible operator. Hence, again there are no universal suggestions 
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for choosing V properly. An almost necessary condition is that V should be 
uo-positive too. 
REMARK. Theorems 2, 3 and their Corollaries should be compared with 
the results of [3] and [ll]. For the case E = R”, K = R:, our results give a 
detailed description of some special cases of K-positive operators and the 
corresponding Drazin inverses. On the other hand, our cone K is more 
general than that in [3] and [ll], and so are the operators considered; e.g., the 
restriction dim E < + 00 is not required. 
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